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TAMPA, Fla., Aug. 2, 2011 /PRNewswire/ -- IMD Companies Inc. announces that when
it files its Second Quarter Financial Reports with OTC Markets, LLC, the reports will
reflect a 35% increase in revenues for Integrated Medical Diagnostics (Integrated)
and Optimum Mobile Imaging (OMI) bringing the year to date revenues of the
subsidiaries to $149,839. Both Integrated and OMI are wholly owned subsidiaries
that were purchased by IMD last year to operate the company's diagnostic testing
business. Testing operations continue to be performed in several states with OMI
mainly concentrated in Arizona, but the companies are working on expanding
testing into new markets in the near future. The primary service offered by
Integrated is the PCI Heartscan®, which concentrates on the early detection of
Cardio Vascular disease and describes blockage in the carotid arteries, while OMI
provides mobile imaging services in several modalities to the medical community.
The company will file its complete financial reports this month.
"As promised in our open letter to shareholders, the company continues to expand
operations and achieve revenue growth in its diagnostic testing arena," stated IMD
CEO Saeb Jannoun. "We have been able to create this growth in testing while
remaining focused on expansion into the disease prevention and weight-loss
industries," Jannoun concluded. Earlier this year IMD announced the acquisition of
Positive Solutions Centers, LLC. as a subsidiary to develop and grow their juvenile
weight-loss business.
ABOUT IMD COMPANIES, INC.
IMD Companies, Inc., (OTC MARKETS: ICBU) is a Florida corporation, engaged in the
medical diagnostics and health and fitness industries. Its primary products and
services lie in the health and fitness nutraceutical and medical diagnostics services
markets. The company further plans to expand into the weight-loss industry.
The company delivers its medical diagnostic services on-site partic
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